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ALIGNMENT OF CEBAF CRYOMODULES*
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Abstract pitch or yaw angle caused by misalignmenttimes the ratio of
• CEBAF, the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator energy gain to the energy in the cavity. The effect of fringe

Facility, when completed, will house a 4 GeV recirculating fields was ignored,which resultedin the original toleranceof
mxzlexator. _ch of the accelerators two linacs contains 160 :t: 1 mm from the central orbit. This specification was
mRx_amducdng radio frequency(SRF) 1497 MHz niobium supportedby several simulations.--York and Tang [6], and
cavities [1] in 20 cryomodules. Alignment of the cavities Kewiach ct al., [7]--which were consistent with the
within the cryomcdale with _ to beamaxis is critical to specifications. During a review of the tol_ it became
achieving the optimum ocoelexatorperf--. This paper appmeat that the models in question [8] were pessimistic in
discusses the rationale for the currentspecification on cavity regardto the effect of cavity misalignmentsince theyignored
mc_hanicMMig_ment:2 nwad(,ms)appli_tothe0.5m effectsofcavityfiingefields.
active length cavities. We describe the tooling that was A Mafia study was Ixa'formedto determine the effect of
developed to achieve the tolerance at the time of cavity pair cavity assembly errors. Because of computer mesh
assembly, to preserve and integrate alignment during limitations, the grid size was co_u'ained to 2.5 to 5.0 mm,
cryomodule assembly, and to translate the alignment to minimum size. The cavity manufacturing and assembly

installationin thebeamline. tolerances were routinely 10--20 mils (0.2--0.5mm) or an
orderof magnitudesmaller thanthe meshsize. These studies,

L INTRODUCTION concluded thatthe most critical assembly errroris tilts in the
cavity equatorialplane. For assembly errorson the 10--20

The cryomodules for the Continuous Electron Beam railrange,one can thenexpect pitch andyaw errorsequivalent
Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) located in Newport News, to a few mrad.
Virginia,willprovidesa lowemittance,200 ttA beam with
energies up to 4 GeV for fundamentalexperimentalstudies in HI. ALIGNMENT SPECIFICATION
nuclear physics [2]. The acceleration is achieved from a
conventional bunched electron source at 500 keV; a The acceleratingfield misalignmentstudiessupportedthe
superconducting injector, containing 2 1/4 cryomodules, 2 mradrms tolerance.The simulations were a factor of two
which Ixovide a nominal energy gain of 45 MeV; and two too sensitive as they neglected the fringe fields. Similarlythe
recirculating linacs containing 20 cryomodules, each linac studies were a factor of two too optimistic since they
capableof achieving an energy gain of 400 MeV. After five neglected cavity assembly errors. The specification was then
recirculation passes, the two antiparallel linacs produce a set where2 mradtins tolerancewith a 2 o cutoff was assigned
beamof 4 GeV to threeendstations, to cavity assembly, measurement,and fiducializationerrors.

Exercises conducted during the Front End Test in the Ali of these errors, such as cell tilts, electromagnetic axis
spring of 1991 indi_ significant mmsverse beam steering determination, fiducial transfers to flanges, etc., are to be
by the accelerating cavities. These effects are attributableto limited to this level The factorof two auributableto fringe
cavity cell orientation and cavity pitch and yaw. fields offsets these effects. The remaining2 mradrms error
Measurements taken at that time indicate that cavity with a 2 o cutoff is assignedentirelyto mechanicalalignment
misafignment of 1---2 mrad was not uncommon, and one of the cavity. An errorbudget was then set up consisting of
cavity was reixr,edly at6 mrad[3]. three sources: Individual cavity alignment, cavity pair

alignment,andcryomoduIealignment.The misalignmentwas
II. ALIGNMENT RATIONALE _'m_ in _ of netIransversemomentumimpulse applied

to the beam by a single cavity. Reasonable errors were
The original cavity Mignmentspecificatiouwas limitJ_dto estimated for the three murce terms, which resulted in 0.5

the Mig_nent of the mechanical _ and didnot consider mind level forcavity alignment, 1.25 mind for cavity pairand
the dymunicalrelevant acceleratingfield. This specification 0.1 mradlevel forcryomodulenet _.Mqgmnent.When addedin

, was in exisl_nce at the lime of the PCDR[4] andwas basedon quadraturethis results in less than 2 mind, which is in the
earlier estimates by Lee,mann and Penner [5]. The model specified range[9].
employed for this _ assumed a uniformaccelerating
gradientof 5 MV/m over the 0.5 m active length cavity; the IV. CEBAF CAVITIES
Iransversebeam steering for each cavity was then the cavity

The design, manufacuue [1OI,test andperformance [11]
• _ by U.S. DOE comractDE-AC05-84ER40150 of the CEBAF superconducting radio frequency (SRF)



cavities arc reported elsewhere. Cavities received from and alignment is maintained by the fixturing of the Thompson
Siemens undergo receipt inspection--which includes tuning, rails and bearings.
mechanical inspection/measurement and initial chemistry.
The cavities then undergo final chemistry, arc rinsed, and VI. CEBAF CRYOMODULES
assembled into pairs on the alignment/installation fixture.
Figure 1. Cold ceramic windows, pair parts (elbows, beam A cryomodule consists of four cryounit_, each of which ,
pipe), HeM loads and dished head assemblies arc attached, contains a cavity pair, two end cans and five sets of bridging
One of the larger crvots associated with the cavity pair components. In the cryomodule assembly area, a precision

alignment was attributable to the end dish assembly as it assembly bench, consisting of steel "I" beams equipped with .
mountstothecavity.A specialfixturewas manufacturedto Thompson rails,allowsthealignmentbuiltintothecryounitto

ensure alignment of the beam pipe to cavity ccntcrline, be transfcxred to the module, Figure 4. Initially, a return end
End----S,fm"a single cavity, _mr the inclusion of this additional can is installed on the rail, then the four cryounits followed by

step, translated into an achievable 0.5 mrad level. The pairs the supply end can. Connections between cryounits _e
sae acaled hermetically while in a class 100 clean room to completed under a laminar flow hood, and consist of beam

mitigate cavity contamination that can degrade perf(xmance, pipes, three helium connections, and thermal and magnetic
After this the pair is evacuated, mass sw.£tometer leak shielding covered by the bridging cylinder. Access to the
checked, rotated vertically, transferred to a dewar assembly, beam pipe flange within the vessel is achieved through a port
tested at 2 K in a vertical dewar, where the performance at the midplane on each side of the bridging rings. Special

qualification--Qo versus £acc-'is accomplished. The pair is tooling equipped with an optical cross hair is installed on each
then warmed up, Iran.ffcrred back to the alignment fixture and of the beam pipe flanges which project out to the module
turned over for cryounit assembly. Cavity alignment surveys midplane. When the assembly bench was installed, four
conducted before and after the vertical tests indicated a granite blocks were installed at the ends on either side. Scope

repeatability of measurements of better than I/4 mm total mounts were set up at one end and targets placed at the other.
error. A rough alignment of the cryounits is performed initially as

they are installed. After assemb,_y the bridging rings are
V. CEBAF CRYOUNITS welded. Initially we were concerned, as we were for the

welding on the helium vessel, that alignment would be

Assembly of cryounits [12], each consisting of a cavity compromised. Although we do _ movement when welding

pair housed in a helium vessel within an insulated dewar, is the helium vessel, the bridging ,ring welds do not affect
accomplished outside of the clean room. Tuners, fundamental alignment. The moment of inertia of the vacuum vessel is
power coupler extensions (FPC's) and electrical wiring are large; hence there is little deflection of the cavities. Despite
installed while the pair is mounted on the fixture. The pair is this, final alignment is completed while the welded module is
inserted into the helium vessel, Figure 2, which is supported supported at the quarter points, @_el_by cancelling out this

on a hydraulic adjustable stand. Alignment is maintained by effect. By sighting down both side,.e_simultaneously both the x
sliding the fixture on bearings riding on Thompson rods and the y components can he corrected. Typically alignment
through the open vessel. The FPC's are connected to the of the module is better than a 1/4 mm, which when added with
vessel; wiring is brought out through feed throughs; titanium the cryounit errors comes in at the 1.25 mrad level.

cavity supports, which match the Niobium thermal _on,
are added, and the alignment and installation fixture is VII. CEBAF INSTALLATION
removed. The cavity pair alignment is now preserved by the
helium vessel. After leak check of the connections, closure Following the alignment of the cryounits into a
heads are added at both ends, allowing the beam pipe to exit cryomodule, a series of external reference points are placed on

the vessel and b'_cby providing a fiducial, and the heads arc the outside of the vacuum vessel. These fiducials, which are

welded up. After leak check of the welded vessel, the used to place the .cryomodule in its proper position in the

magnetic shielding, Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) thermal tunnel, are surveyed with a thevdolite-based industrial
shield, and additional MLI are gided, and the unit is inserted measuremen, t system [13]. This p_,_lure, through a rigorous
into the vacuum vessel equipped with additional magr_c three.dimensional survey and h._tst.squares adjustment,

I_Lielding. The vacuum vessel is supported on a fixtme which transfers the transverse and an_ular orientation of the
allows the beam axis to be preserved through a pair of ca_,omodule centedine as defined by the granite monuments to

Thompson rods and bearings, Figure 3. Nitronic rods are the reference points. The ideal coordinates in the overall
installed which support and axially restrain the hefium _ machine coordinate system can then be calculated by knowing
inside the vacuum vessel. Adjustment of the rods aligns the the cryomodule's design position on the beam line and the •

mounted pair inside the cryounit. A top hat assembly, measured target offsets.
including a pair of waveguides for RF, wiring connections, Transfer of the cryomodule to the tunnel is accomplished
thermal and magnetic insulation and the top hat cover, on a specially equipped air ride trailer. Tunnel alignment

completes the installation. Alignment has now been consists of two steps, both of which utilize a reference control
transferred outside of the vessel to the two beam line flanges network which defines the machine's position in the tunnel.



This network was measured using standard high-precision 18] D. Douglas.el a/.,'TrantfesMatrixSimulttingMotionThrougha

surveying techniques developed for particle accelerators LimcCavity,"CEBAF-TN-89-OI32.20June1989.
[14,15]. The first alignment step, which employs optical [91 I. Bimgmmo.eta/.. "AlisnmemTolerancesfor CEBAFAcmlemm$
tooling techniques, "rough"aligns (<1.0 mm) the c_omodule C,vi_." CEBAF-TN-91-081,15Oct.1991.
and its adjacent components for vacuum intexr_nnecdons. [iOl ld, Dzenu,.et aL., "Produationof ,fmpev:mductingNiobiumCavities

, The second step aligns the cryomodule to 0.1 mrad relative to for CEBAF,"Proceedingsof the 1991IEEEPanicle Acoelerator
the control network and the design beam line. The beam pipe Conte_ce. VoL4. pp,239o--.92.
girders m-e_ to the module after the secoud alignment iii] C.Reeze,eta/..thetepmceedings.

, tO preclude rotation of the beam line bellows. A third [13] J.M. Ga:mL"BundleAdjustment and TridimemionalCoordinate
alignment is done m account for tmmel settling. Determi=_o,,"SLAC-Pub-_14.198S.

[14l it. E. Ruland, "Acceleratorand TnmsportLine Survey and
VIII. LINAC RESULTS xttsnm_,."xn,,ite.aP,qz_,t me sm ICFAn_m Dr.mi_,

Wodumop,CorpmC_rim,'rx.Oct 3-..8. _991.
A limit m the alignment error of the end cavity of the !15] s. Turner, editor, CERN Accelerator School Proceedings,

North Linac can be _ by the fact that no observable beam "AppliedGeodeay for Particle A_:elerators."CERN, Geneva,
spot growth occurs when a 120 MeV beam is energy Swixxedmd,April1986.
modulatedby a 0.5 MeV using thiscavity. The observed
down stream _ was < 1/4 mm which implied S 3 mrad
mis_gmnent angle which is consistent with the slx_ficafioo.
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Figure 1. Alignmentfmstallation fixture. Figure 4. Cryomodule fiducialization.






